FCET Agenda
Thursday February 11th, 2010
3:30pm – 5:00pm Powell 186

1. Quick Topics
   a. Approval of revised minutes from 1/14/10 meeting
   b. Update regarding legal discussions with AIME and online video reserves
   c. Site visit by WASC Reaccreditation Team scheduled for February 24-26. Educational Technology Initiatives Theme on 2/25

2. E-Sections Guidelines review and discussion. In Winter 2010, three sections of Chemistry 14D were added to meet enrollment demand. Since the lecture hall cannot hold the additional 60 students, the professor and students in the additional sections agreed to pilot an e-section where lectures are only watched online via Bruincast, while discussion sections remain a traditional format. Judi Smith, Vice Provost of Undergraduate Education asks that the FCET discuss this practice and make some recommendations regarding possible future e-section offerings.

Handouts
- Revised minutes from 1/14/10
- E-section Draft

Next Meeting: Thursday March 11th from 3:30pm-5:00pm in Powell 186